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Natural Killer cells contain powerful toxin against tumors  
 
Scientists at the University Hospital and the DKFZ in Heidelberg have discovered that a 
protein from immune cells paralyzes the energy supply in tumor cells. The German 
Society of Pathology has awarded them with the Novartis Prize. The scientists have now 
published their findings in Nature Communications. 
 
This potentially new agent was discovered in so-called natural killer cells by scientists of the 
Clinical Cooperation Unit DKFZ and Heidelberg University Hospital under Dr. Georg Gdynia 
and Professor Wilfried Roth, who now works at the University Hospital in Mainz. These natural 
killer cells “patrol” the body. When they encounter tumor cells, provided they recognize them as 
such, they inject them with a lethal protein cocktail. In this toxic mix, pathologists have identified 
the High Mobility Group Box 1 (HMGB1) protein as a highly effective natural agent against 
cancer: It paralyzes a mechanism of energy production that is generally used by tumor cells, 
but not by healthy body cells. This type of 'cell murder' by the immune system has so far been 
unknown. Together with colleagues from the Heidelberg Institute for Theoretical Studies (HITS) 
and the Inorganic-Chemical Institute at Heidelberg University, they have now published their 
results in Nature Communications. 
The killer cells carry a readily available protein mix in small bubbles (granula) which kills tumor 
cells within a few minutes. And this property makes it an interesting object for cancer research. 
The composition of this toxic cocktail has already been investigated. “However, so far only 
entirely different mechanisms have been described, for example the fact that it attracts other 
immune cells and helps them mature“, explains Gdynia, “but only now has it shown its potential 
as a cell toxin“. 
 
In animal testing, tumors shrink or die completely 
 
After the Heidelberg scientists managed to filter the key protein out of the mix, tests with tumor 
cells showed that it is capable of a lot more than just enhancing the immune response: it 
interrupts an important metabolic pathway which helps tumor cells to break down the sugar 
glucose and turn it into energy. As a result, the entire molecular process system collapses. In 
order to test the effect on whole tumors, the group produced large amounts of the HMGB1-
protein by prompting killer cells from healthy blood donors to release the protein. In the mice 
that had been treated with HMGB1, colorectal tumors shrunk and some even disappeared 
completely. 
"Immunotherapies normally aim to enhance the immune system so it can recognize cancer 
cells better and fight them more effectively. A therapy with HMGB1 would carry the advantage 
that it uses the weapons of the natural immune system without depending on its functionality, 
and still manages to target cancer cells in a very selective manner," explains Gdynia. Obtaining 
the protein is rather difficult, as you have to catch exactly the right one: "The effectiveness of 
HMGB1 has been intangible because there are countless varieties. The difference between 
them is minimal but they each carry a different function“, the pathologist continues. 
Only the HMGB1 from the granula of killer cells is able to kill cancer cells, whilst HMGB1 taken 
out of the cell nucleus is not. Human HMGB1 produced with the help of bacteria also fails to 
show an equally strong result. The group has registered for patent approval both their scientific 
technique for obtaining the protein from killer cells, and the new therapy concept. The aim is to 
develop a new form of therapy for cancer patients.  



Georg Gdynia was awarded the Novartis Prize for his discovery by the German Society of 
Pathology (DGP) at their Centenary Annual Meeting in Berlin in May 2016. He shares the prize, 
worth 10,000 Euros, in equal parts with the biochemist Dr. Jan Pencik from the Medical 
University of Vienna. 
In the meantime, Gdynia and his colleagues around Adelheid Cerwenka at DKFZ have 
published further results in "Molecular & Cellular Oncology". Here, they report that HMGB1 can 
also kill particularly aggressive cancer cells that are resistant to radiation and chemotherapy. 
These tumor cells are often only loosely connected to the blood supply, they need hardly any 
oxygen to survive and cope with the toughest conditions. The group is currently developing the 
world's first test for oncologists to determine the rate of these highly aggressive cells in their 
patients' tumors. This information will allow doctors to more accurately anticipate how likely the 
cancer is to grow back, or how well it responds to standard medication, and choose the 
adequate therapy accordingly. Further plans for this test called “Energetic 
Fingerprinting”(EnFin) include launching a start-up company in 2017, part-financed by 700,000 
Euro from "eXist-Forschungstransfer", an initiative by the Federal Ministry of Economics and 
Technology (BMWi). 
 
An image for this press release is available at: 

http://www.dkfz.de/de/presse/pressemitteilungen/2016/bilder/HMGB1.jpg 
BU: HMGB1 positive (red color indication) immune cells infiltrate a colon carcinoma. 
 
An image of Dr. Georg Gdynia is available at: 

http://www.dkfz.de/de/presse/pressemitteilungen/2016/bilder/gdynia.jpg 
BU: Dr. Georg Gdynia, Clinical Cooperation Unit for Molecular Tumor Pathology DKFZ and 
Heidelberg University Hospital; Image: Universitätsklinikum Heidelberg 
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The German Cancer Research Center (Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum, DKFZ) with its more than 3,000 
employees is the largest biomedical research institute in Germany. At DKFZ, more than 1,000 scientists investigate 
how cancer develops, identify cancer risk factors and endeavor to find new strategies to prevent people from getting 
cancer. They develop novel approaches to make tumor diagnosis more precise and treatment of cancer patients 
more successful. The staff of the Cancer Information Service (KID) offers information about the widespread disease 
of cancer for patients, their families, and the general public. Jointly with Heidelberg University Hospital, DKFZ has 
established the National Center for Tumor Diseases (NCT) Heidelberg, where promising approaches from cancer 
research are translated into the clinic. In the German Consortium for Translational Cancer Research (DKTK), one of 
six German Centers for Health Research, DKFZ maintains translational centers at seven university partnering sites. 
Combining excellent university hospitals with high-profile research at a Helmholtz Center is an important contribution 
to improving the chances of cancer patients. DKFZ is a member of the Helmholtz Association of National Research 
Centers, with ninety percent of its funding coming from the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research and 
the remaining ten percent from the State of Baden-Württemberg. 
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